Structuring parameters for assessment of bone quality using a morphological filter and star volume analysis: structuring property in the cancellous bone of the human femoral head.
This study examines structuring parameters for the assessment of bone quality based on the relationship of bone strength to the trabecular structure or bone mineral density (BMD). Thirty-nine human cancellous bone blocks sampled from resected Ward's triangle area were investigated. The trabecular bone pattern of each bone block was binarized into its corresponding trabecular skeletal pattern using computed radiography with a morphological filter. Every binarized trabecular skeletal pattern was quantified to find the trabecular skeletal pixel percentage (SkP = volume parameter of trabecular skeletal signal component) and skeletal star volume (Vt = connection parameter of trabecular skeletal structure). After BMD and elasticity for each bone block was measured by dual X-ray absorptiometry and the breaking test, the correlations to SkP and Vt were determined. In addition, an attempt was made to detect changes of the trabecular structure in the Ward's triangle area of the femoral head after patients had received treatment for osteoporosis. This evaluation used the structuring parameters SkP and Vt. The results showed that the larger the BMD value, the greater the elasticity, although some samples with similar BMD values had considerably different elasticities. With increased Vt values the trabecular skeletal pattern that had horizontal skeletal elements orientated perpendicular to the loading direction showed higher elasticity. No correlation between SkP and either elasticity or BMD was observed in either the subset (sequential images of morphological filter) or sumset images (combined with subset images). On the other hand, the correlation coefficient between Vt and elasticity was similar to that between BMD and elasticity for subset image ( n = 6). For sumset images (3-6 and 4-7), the correlation coefficient of Vt was equal or higher than that of BMD and the connectivity of the trabecular skeletal structure was more closely linked to bone strength as compared to BMD. Therefore, it was concluded that because no high correlation could be detected between Vt and BMD, BMD and the connectivity of trabeculae are independently related to bone strength. In addition, this method was used to evaluate patients after treatment for osteoporosis, and noticeable changes were seen in the bone trabecular skeletal structure in the Ward's triangle area of the femoral head. In reference to these clinical images, variations in SkP and Vt were quantitatively assessed. These results suggest that the SkP and Vt obtained using computed radiography, morphological filter, and star volume analysis are useful structuring parameters for the assessment of bone quality.